Certified Macromedia Dreamweaver 4 Developer Study Guide
Synopsis
The book does not teach Dreamweaver, rather, it is a review guide and provides helpful pointers for examinees. The book’s coverage is thorough, and is highly readable in small bite-sized chunks. Each subject is presented in clear and direct language, with useful and well explained code examples. Sample questions accompany each subject, as do references to recommended reading (documentation, course work, and existing Que Publishing books).
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Customer Reviews
Being an experienced Dreamweaver user, I found this book extremely easy to read. I was able to read it straight through, away from the computer. I also found a few tips in the book that I hadn’t found when using the software, so it is an excellent book, even if you do not want to get certified. Although, this isn’t a learn to use Dreamweaver book, so it is inappropriate for new users. And Yes, I passed, so it met it’s objective!

Just took my exam this afternoon and passed the 1st time! An excellent study guide that comes very close to covering everything on the exam. In addition to having an actual copy of Dreamweaver for hands-on learning/practice, get an additional reference book for complete coverage. I used and recommend "Dreamweaver 4: The Missing Manual" by David Sawyer McFarland - the best book on Dreamweaver I've seen thus far. A great investment and one that I would HIGHLY urge you to purchase. Using both books together was perfect and two that shall remain as first-points of
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